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The earthwork for our beloved Azzurra 
residences is nearly complete, including rock 
cutting and villa grading. The construction 
of gravity retaining walls has been 100 
% completed for lines 3 and 4 and 80 % of 
line 2 and line 1. In all inspection work, a 
qualified engineering team performed 
quality assurance tests.

AZZURRA UPDATES WHAT’S ON

BABYSITTING SERVICE AT AZZURRA

THE ORANGE GSM TOWER IS NOW 
FUNCTIONING.
Orange GSM tower is now fully operational to support 
cellular connection for orange subscribers, improving 
the quality of life for Azzurra locals and ensuring 
everyone stays connected.

Azzurra has outsourced a professional babysitting 
service so that residents can enjoy the benefits 
whenever needed, allowing them to go out, work, or 
simply have a night to themselves without worrying.

For more info contact property management 
department: 01098896288
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RECENT AZZURRA RENOVATIONS

New parking spaces installed for Gym area

Rain drainage maintenance in all buildings to 
protect from rainfall

VILLAS BY AZZURRA CONSTRUCTION MOVING WITH STEADY PACE
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GOOGLE CELEBRATES INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY.
The Google search engine celebrated International 
Women’s Day 2022.On its main page yesterday, 
it replaced its tagline with an animated movie 
depicting the responsibilities of women in society, 
particularly the role of the mother in work and 
society. International women’s day demonstrates the 
world’s regard for and appreciation of women’s and 
mothers’ contributions to society.

EGYPT HAS PASSED THE ‘DIFFICULT PHASE’ 
OF THE LATEST CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK.
Egypt has passed through the “difficult phase” of the 
latest wave of the coronavirus pandemic, according 
to Presidential Advisor for Health Affairs Mohamed 
Awad Tag El-Din, who also noted that daily positive 
cases and deaths are declining. According to Tag El-
Din, Egypt recently obtained the best recovery rates 
at isolation hospitals, which approached 85 percent 
on Sunday. Egypt has registered a total of 421,215 
recoveries since the outbreak began in February 2020, 
after 1,321 patients were discharged from hospitals 
across the country in the last 24 hours. 


